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contributor to our energy supply and can play a significant role
in reducing the growth of greenhouse gas emissions. Countries
should continue efforts to ensure highest worldwide performance
standards for nuclear and other energy in order to protect health
and the environment, and ensure the highest safety.

71. Cooperation between developed and deyeloping countries is
essential to the resolution of global environmental problems. In
this regard, the 1992 CN Conference on Environment and Development
will be an important opportunity to develop widespread agreement
on common action and coordinated plans. We note with interest the
conclusions of the Siena Forum on International Law of the
Environment and suggest that these should be considered by the 1992
UN Conference on Environment and Development-.

72. we recognize that developing countries will benefit from
increased financial and technological assistance to help them
resolve environmental problems, which are aggravated by poverty
and underdevelopment. Multilate=al development bank programs
should be strengthened to provide greater protection for the
environment, including environmental impact assessments and

• action plans, and to promote energy efficiency. We recognize that
debt--fo_-nature swaps can play a useful role in protecting the
environment. We will examine how the Wor'-d Bank can provide a
coordinating ro_e for neasu_es to promote ezvi.ror.mental protection.

73. =n order to integrate successfully environmental and economic
goals, decisionmakers in government and industry require the
necessary tools. Expanded cooperative scientific and- economic
research and analysis on the environment is needed. We recognize
the importance of coordinating and the sharing the collection of
satellite data on earth and its atmosphere. We welcome and
encourage the ongoing discussions for the establishment of an
international Network. It is also important to involve the private
sector, which has a key role in developing solutions to
environmental problems. we encourage the OECD to accelerate its
very useful work on environment and the economy. Of particular
importance are the early development of environmental indicators
and the design of market-oriented approaches that can be used to
achieve environmental objectives. We also welcome Canada's offer
to host in 1991 an international conference on environmental
information in the 21st Csntury. We support voluntary
environmental labelling as a useful 'market mechanism which
satisfies consumer demand and producer requirements and promotes
market innovation.

74. We note with satisfaction tze successful launching of the Human
Frontier Science Progra:t and express our hope that it will make


